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Ghana Door to Door by Sea
For the convenience of more and
more customers' demand of "simple
and fast shipping to SPEED® Ghana
door to door by sea one-stop service",
SPEED has added the double
customs clearance including tax
one-stop service from China to
Europe Ghana shipping from
container consolidation door to
door;We have a professional customs
clearance team, according to the
customer's different needs at any time
to develop the appropriate customer
shipping double clearance to the door
scheme, can flexibly operate the
clearance procedures of various
commodities.

Product Description

How do I ship Ghana door to door by sea

We believe that long time period partnership is a result of top of the range, value added
services, rich expertise and personal contact for 10 Years Factory Cheap Ghana Door to
Door by Sea, We honor our core principal of Honesty in company, priority in company and
will do our best to offer our buyers with top quality merchandise and outstanding support.
10 Years Factory China Shipping, SPEED® Ghana Door to Door by Sea, Being guided
by customer demands, aiming at improving the efficiency and quality of customer service,
we constantly improve items and present more complete services. We sincerely welcome
friends to negotiate business and start cooperation with us. We hope to join hands with
friends in different industries to create a brilliant future.
Online order: shipping booking, provide the consignee address, from the shipping date
inquiry, booking warehouse, confirmation, pre-allocation, according to the order
confirmation.
Dense flights: weekly flights are more and more stable, arranged to match the time of the
ship.
Export declaration: customs declaration and inspection team, to provide customers with
efficient, quality customs clearance services.
Trailer service: provide door-to-door delivery service, or from the delivery warehouse.
Security guarantee: Marine insurance can be purchased.
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Solutions: Flexible operation of different types of goods, customized different transport
act, play a comprehensive logistics advantage.
Communication bridge: do the bridge between customers and suppliers, free for
customers to contact different types of suppliers in different cities
Warehouse service: provide goods inventory, stick wheat, packing change, goods
collection and own warehouse rent free.
Gross delivery: flexible operation of multi-point procurement, consolidation and
centralized delivery, to reduce costs.
Aftersales tracking: track the goods until you sign for them, set up files for customers,
and deliver them again. Simple instructions, easy to finish

SPEED® Ghana door to door by sea
For the convenience of more and more customers' demand of "simple and fast shipping to
Ghana door to door by sea one-stop service", SPEED has added the double customs
clearance including tax one-stop service from China to Europe Ghana shipping from
container consolidation door to door;We have a professional customs clearance team,
according to the customer's different needs at any time to develop the appropriate
customer shipping double clearance to the door scheme, can flexibly operate the
clearance procedures of various commodities.
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